
Proud to be the exclusive home
for SPARK products and services!

Your SPARK Passport to Activities, App, and More!

NC SHAPE 2022
Presented by: Jeff Mushkin



•Learn about the SPARK Curriculum

•Experience the SPARK App 

•Leave with a free trial to SPARKfamily.org & SPARK App + chance to leave with some 
equipment!

OBJECTIVES



“SPARK’s New Enhanced K-2 and 3-6 Curriculum makes teaching physical education easy! The planning is already done with unit and lesson plans for an entire year. I especially like how 
the lessons are organized so it’s possible to see the learning objectives and lesson activities at a glance. This quality resource is standards aligned, incorporates CASEL’s Core 

Competencies and develops academic vocabulary! Other features teachers will appreciate include assessment tools, suggestions for differentiating instruction and strategies for 
modifying lessons for large classes. Well done SPARK!!!”

-Terri Drain, Coordinator
Health and Physical Education Collaborative (H-PEC)



Included with purchase of SPARK curriculum!



SPARK (& more) in the palm of your hands –

✓ View SPARK lesson plans + favorite lessons for easy access

✓ Observe SPARK skill cards, task cards, and activity videos + access music
✓ Conduct SPARK skill rubric assessments
✓ Capture fitness testing

✓ Schedule SPARK lessons, assessments + fitness tests, with pop-up reminders
✓Track attendance
✓ Utilize random group creator/student selector

✓ Email student self-assessments 
✓ Custom assessments

Search “SPARK PE”https://sparkpe.org/app

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=www.winjit.testforsports&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/spark-pe/id1572437938


✓Track attendance



✓ View SPARK lesson plans + favorite 
lessons for easy access



✓ Observe SPARK skill cards, task cards, and 
activity videos + access music



✓ Utilize random group creator/student 
selector



✓ Conduct SPARK skill rubric assessments
✓ Email student self-assessments



✓ Capture fitness testing



✓ Schedule SPARK lessons, assessments + fitness 
tests, with pop-up reminders







Proud to be the exclusive home
for SPARK products and services!

spark@sparkpe.org
833-73-SPARK (77275)

@SPARKPhysEd
jeffmushkin@sparkpe.org / 507-676-8330

Chris Nichols, SPARK Territory Sales Manager – North Carolina
chrisnichols@sparkpe.org
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